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I am looking for the separation between the PPO Line and the PPO Signal of today to be greater than the separation
for yesterday. I could not find it under the PPO tags.

Thxs again to the group for all of your help

Peace Trade_to_Live
ppo  separation

Hey, TTL, welcome back!

The difference between PPO Line and its signal line is measured by the Histogram. So your question is actually to find
the Histogram bar of today higher than one of yesterday.

Here's the scan:

[type�=�stock]�and�[country�=�us]�and�
[daily�sma(60,daily�volume)�>�300000]�and�[daily�sma(60,daily�close)�>�5]�and�
[PPO�Hist�(12,26,9)�>�0]�and
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[PPO�Hist�(12,26,9)�>�yesterday's�PPO�Hist�(12,26,9)�*�1.05]

If you are thinking about this scan to catch acceleration, and you want to catch it soon after a crossing, you could add
to ek's scan (with your value for min):

and [min(3, PPO Hist(12,26,9)) < 0]

Your answer
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(Apr 05 '12 at 07:51)Trade_to_Live

thxs EK....how would I add % increase and what would be a good range?
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(Apr 05 '12 at 08:06)ekwong

As for your question though, it's a tough one because PPO measures the % increase of a short term moving average
versus a longer term moving average. So a positive histogram means prices continue to rise, despite the fact that it could be
lower than the previous bar. I don't know -- haven't read about a study about comparing histogram bars on a day to day
basis.
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Sorry, brain cramp. I had to modify the above scan. It's my fault - nothing wrong with the scan engine.
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PPO uses EMA
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MACD/PPO?
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PPO scan programming

Do any of you Swing-trade TQQQ,
UPRO, or TNA?
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(60,5) added?
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